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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

JAN21 1369 10 1369 1363 1359 MAR21 125,10 0,55 125,30 124,50 124,55

MAR21 1382 4 1385 1375 1378 MAY21 127,05 0,60 127,15 126,55 126,45

MAY21 1392 5 1393 1391 1387 JUL21 128,70 0,70 128,70 128,35 128,00

JUL21 1406 5 1408 1405 1401 SEP21 130,05 0,60 130,05 129,55 129,45

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Supports: 1365, 1350 & 1315

Resistances: 1400, 1475 & 1795-1845

New York ICE:

Supports: 123,50 & 118,50-117,50

Resistances: 130,50, 136,50 & 143,50-148,25
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last high low

1,22 1,22157 1,21843

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

The EURUSD remains unchanged this morning, trading close to the 1.2200 level, after Trump commented that he could refuse to sign the plan approved in

Congress if the aid-check is not increased from the current $ 600 to 2,000 $.

Oil remains trading around $ 50 per barrel, while gold falls slightly, to $ 1,875 per ounce.

Brazil’s government food supply and statistics agency CONAB have come forth to report that Brazilian Coffee producers due to positive biennial bearing factors

for the arabica coffee farms are forecast to produce 63.08 million bags of coffee for the July 2020 to June 2021 crop year. This estimate has been revised
upwards by 2.36% from their previous estimate of 61.62 million bags released in September this year.

CONAB has revised their projections for arabica coffee production upwards by 3.17% from their last estimate to now be forecast at a total of 48.80 million bags,
while Robusta Production was also revised upwards by 0.70% from their last estimate to now be forecast at a total of 14.30 million bags.

The CONAB forecasts are traditionally very conservative and many would therefore see this as an indication that the 2020 Brazil coffee crop is likely to have

come in at around the 70 million bag mark that has already been forecast by independent industry surveys and is, with the harvest now complete, looking to be
closer to reality.

The report also assesses that the land under coffee in Brazil increased by 3.9% during 2020 from the previous year, up to 1.88 million hectares, additionally
indicating that farmers are using resources such as irrigation systems and mechanized harvesting, a combination that should improve yields through increased

inputs and lower costs through mechanization.

Rain developed in Sul de Minas, Cerrado Mineiro and Zona de Mata during the weekend. The precipitation was highly varied, but still good for coffee production
areas. A larger boost in rainfall is still needed in Northeastern Sao Paulo, far Southern Sul de Minas and many areas from Espirito Santo to Bahia. Rain is
expected frequently from the Bahia/Minas Gerais border southward to northern Parana during the coming ten days.

Vietnam’s Central Highlands received additional rain during the weekend prolonging harvest delays and raising a little worry over crop conditions. Tropical

Depression Krovanh will pass South of the Vietnam coast this week bringing more rain to the Central Highlands and another tropical cyclone next week may
perpetuate the trend longer than desired.

The Colombian National Federation of Coffee Growers (FNC) promoted the Idéate Café program, with which it sought to support undertakings that had to

do with the flagship bean industry in Colombia.

Six ventures, which were born during the pandemic, are consolidated today as novel ideas with high projection, led by young people no older than 30 years and
whose families have evolved among coffee plantations. The six new business ideas are linked to the areas of technology, commercial, agro-industrial, tourism
and services.

A software that streamlines and connects the weighing of coffee to an administration and accounting system, honey produced between coffee plantations,

adoption of coffee trees from Antioquia, a new tourist route with four trails in the coffee zone of Cundinamarca, organic coffee from the Sierra Nevada de Santa
Marta, coffee truffles and chocolate in Cauca, are the six main projects.

Tanzania's coffee output rose by 35.9% in the crop year ended September 2020, the Bank of Tanzania said Wednesday. Tanzania produced a total 92,396

metric ton of coffee compared with 68,000 tons the prior year. The increase was the result of a bumper harvest, favorable weather conditions and the
improvement of the coffee marketing system used at farm gates, which encouraged competition between cooperatives and private companies, according to the

bank. However, production was below an earlier forecast of 100,000 tons. Tanzania produces both arabica and robusta coffee, mainly for export. It is Africa's
fourth-largest coffee producer after Ethiopia, Uganda and Ivory Coast.

The Certified washed Arabica coffee stocks held against the New York exchange were seen to increase by 8,870 bags yesterday, to register these stocks at

1,382,686 bags, with 94.2% of these certified stocks being held in Europe at a total of 1,302,917 bags and the remaining 5.8% being held in the USA at a total
79,769 bags. There was meanwhile a larger in number 15,220 bags decrease to the number of bags pending grading for this exchange; to register these

pending grading stocks at 60,290 bags.

The Certified Robusta coffee stocks held against the London exchange have been reported to increase by 44,833 bags over the weeks of trade leading up to

Monday 21st. December, to see these stocks registered at 2,283,167 bags, on the day.

Merry Christmas !!
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